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Thesis Presentation Overview 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Today I will present to you my thesis project of a construction technologies center. This technical school will 
teach both historical and new building techniques of stone, wood and metal as a response for the increase 
need of skilled labor for adaptive reuse projects. As a collaborate effort provided by the school, other 
services included within the facility will be rentable studios, public exhibition space, a courtyard for 
gathering, and housing. These typologies are housed in the former site facilities of Hamm’s Brewery in St. 
Paul, MN. 
 
I will begin by first talking about my original theoretical premise, my research, and then my altered claim. I 
will then discuss the condition of the former brewery and the use of an artifact for the inspiration of spaces 
and details in my project.  Finally I will follow up by providing the answer to the main question of why I chose 
this project. 



Problem Statement 

 
With increased interest in building reuse and preservation, how can historical building methods be employed 
to preserve architectural knowledge and culture? 

 

 
Original Claim 

 

Teaching and employing traditional construction methods will preserve and maintain our architectural 
culture and history while enhancing our built environment. 

 

 

Problem With Claim 

 

Although teaching these historic techniques are pertinent to architecture regarding our past and culture, it is 
a “romantic” view of our history as only teaching these techniques . Although important, we simply cannot 
and should not recreate the architecture using only these skills; it cannot justify the number of work hours, 
man/women power, and in some cases is not up to code. 



Three “views” of the past 

 

While researching for thesis, it was suggested by colleague Stephen Wischer that I evaluate my relationship 
with the past for my project. He cites Nietzsche in stating there are three ways we can look to the past 
 

 

 -the antiquarian 
-the monumental 
-the critical 



Antiquarian 
 

 

 
-wants the past the remain as is. Preservation is key as it wants to continue the traditions of old.  
-often “romantic” view of history 
 
Problems that arise include: 
-zoning issues (Historic Districts) 
-”Flat Earth Brewery example” 
-creation of only museums 
 



Monumental
 

 

 -prides man’s accomplishments or achievements preformed in history 
-technological advances from industrial revolution  
-innovative building components (planar truss) 
 
 
Problems that arise include: 
-egocentric thinking (“this is the best way”) 
-as only solution(s), can limit possible solutions or outcomes to problems or needs 
-”service vs. us” (need for structures but want of variety/uniqueness) 
 
-develops “specialized” labor required for these certain techniques 
-specialization increases numbers involved in project, decreases workflow ability 





Critical 

 

 

 

Objective view of the past in realizing the promise and faults 
-allows cultural change based off of history to influence future (continuation vs. repetition) 
-newly formed theoretical premise 
 
  

Original Claim 

 

Teaching and employing traditional construction methods will preserve and maintain our 
architectural culture and history while enhancing our built environment. 

Revised Claim 

 

Teaching and employing both traditional and current construction methods to adapt and maintain our 
architectural culture and history while enhancing our built environment. 



Site 

 

 

 

 
The location of the site is northeast of St. Paul, Minnesota; approximately one block west of the 
intersections of east 7th Street and Minnehaha Ave E. The building program occupies only a portion 
of the former brewery; most noticeably, the NW corner. Nearby elements include commercial to the 
west, residential to the south, and a park adjacent to the lot (west). Business located on site Include 
“Urban Organics Farm” and “Flat Earth Brewery”. 
  



Hamm’s Brewery, St Paul MN 

 

 

 





Main Typology 

 

 

 

School for Construction Technologies 
-Teaches both Historic and Modern Techniques of wood stone and metal 
 
  

Sub-Typologies 

 

 

 

-Rentable Studios 
-Temporary Artesian Housing 
-Public Courtyard 
-Housing Units (Flats) 



Artifact 

 

 

 

Aids in conceptualizing architecture with a design language 
-begin thinking about space 
-materiality, organization, details 
-fun 
  

The passing and exchange of information or ideas. Constant reminder of time, and that these ideals 
begin to deteriorate with each passing. Based off of alchemic transmutations (transformations) 
-show a correlation between alchemic ideals and master craftsmen (building techniques) 
-once both were prized in society 
-now mostly read about in books, few still teach these techniques/processes 
  































Why teach? 
 
As our built environment ages, a greater need for master craftsmen and women will be needed to help 
preserve our history and culture through building reuse and adaptation/preservation. A growing number of 
individuals working in the field will allow building reuse and preservation to have a positive impact on the 
urban landscape, while proving to be cost effective. 
 
 

 

 

At surface level, this project is only a school. With a closer view one can realize the layers of complexity 
this project presents. It challenges us as students and architects our perception of the past, and 
suggests we need to be critical when it comes to preservation. It looks at the workflow on projects that 
uses the current system of “specialized labor” and suggests the introduction of a new, advanced 
curriculum is needed in respects to historic adaptation/preservation to be taught in technical colleges.  
It uses adaptive reuse not as only means of fixing an old building, but restoring a community and 
bringing new life to the area.  Lastly, it teaches us there will always be a need for both old and new 
techniques as  adaptive reuse projects become more prevalent and require the conjunction of new and 
old means. 

Like the jackplane, these individuals are not specialized and preform only one task to perfection. These 
men and women will however, do the brunt of the work, as they are capable of doing anything. 



 


